
An assessment includes 
key factors to determinekey factors to determine 
the most appropriate 
environmental strategies 
for a community.for a community. 

Creates a picture of the 
state of affairs locally y
and surfaces problems 
the community sees as 
its most pressing issues.

Data collection can 
present challenges. 
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“What does  your 
environment tell 

you?”y
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Environmental strategies are carried out most effectively to do  
community problem solving through community coalitions. 

Coalitions can harness the community’s power to make change.

Coalitions are well positioned to sustain action!Coalitions are well positioned to sustain action!

And, coalitions enable residents to make a difference!
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Frame and understand the current status of 
community healthy
Provides a snapshot of policy, systems and 
environmental change strategies (‘assets’ and 
‘needs’)needs )
Move the community towards sustainable change
Allows communities to track progress across a 5-point p g p
scale so incremental changes can be noted
Prioritize community needs and consider appropriate 
ll ti  f  allocation of  resources

Used annually to assess current strategies, chart 
progress and offer new prioritiesp g p



Pros
C 5

Cons
SubjectiveCovers 5 sectors

Comprehensive
Engages potential

Subjective
Time intensive
Really needs a lead Engages potential 

partners
Measures PSE over time

person –employee or 
student
Tricky to use if not

Can provide info on 
areas of opportunity 
for change

Tricky to use if not 
familiar with excel
Can’t be done by 
someone not trainedfor change

Can be used to help 
prioritize

someone not trained 
on tool – learning 
curve



Hands-on assessment and planning tool for 
improving food & physical activity 
environments 
Similar to CHANGE Tool less detailedSimilar to CHANGE Tool, less detailed
Provides Local Policy Data base
Menu of concrete strategiesMenu of concrete strategies
Evaluate past and current efforts, offer new 
priorities for the futurepriorities for the future



Provide community chance for input 

Provide training 

Build interest

Recruit team members



Take pictures or document conditions
Use pictures to track changes or advocate
Identify priority issues based on photos or 

lk bili i lwalkability or environmental assessments



Resist the urge to respond to these questions with 
the common answer - “Everyone!” 

ACTIVITYACTIVITY
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Personalities
Behaviors
Misunderstandings
Different perspectives
They don’t do what you want them to do!

It really would be EASIER if we could do public 
health without PEOPLE!health without PEOPLE!
But, we can’t….so…



Wallflower
Brainstormer
Cynic
Eternal Optimist
Evaluator
V l tVolunteer
Leader
DominatorDominator
All Around



Choosing environmental strategies and planning for their 
implementation should be carefully mapped out by the 
coalition
No single strategy will provide the desired resultsNo single strategy will provide the desired results
Localizing strategies is the best solution for your community 
based on community needs data
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Describes logical linkages among program 
i i i di dresources, activities, outputs, audiences, and 

short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes 
related to a specific problem or situation.p p

Once a program has been described in terms of the 
logic model critical measures of performance canlogic model, critical measures of performance can 
be identified
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Example Logic Model for Substance Abuse Prevention
What is wrong with this picture?

Intermediate 
Variables Strategies

Substance-
Related 

Consequences

Substance
Use

School Bonding for Youth
Number of DUI 

Arrests

Underage and 
Young Adult

Binge Drinking

Alcohol-
Related 
T ffi  

Awareness of Risk of 
Drinking

School Drug Resistance 
Training

Underage and 
Young Adult

Driving After 

Highly Visible DUI 
Enforcement

Binge Drinking

Traffic 
Crashes

Among 15- to 
24-Year-Olds

Increased  
Abstinence   

Public Education About 

Driving After 
Drinking

Youth 30-Day 

Low Personal
Self-Esteem

Family Training

Public Education About 
Drinking and Driving 

Risks

Perceived Risk of 
Drinking and Driving 

y
Cannabis Use 

Youth and 
Young Adult 

Youth Frequent Exposure 
to Internet

Enforcement
Responsible 

Beverage Service To 
Reduce Overserving

Young Adult 
Lifetime 
Drinking



Example Logic Model for Substance Abuse Prevention
Surprise!

Intermediate 
Variables Strategies

Substance-
Related 

Consequences

Substance
Use

Underage and 
Young Adult

Binge Drinking

Alcohol-
Related 
T ffi  

Underage and 
Young Adult

Driving After 

Highly Visible DUI 
Enforcement

Binge Drinking

Traffic 
Crashes

Among 15- to 
24-Year-Olds

Driving After 
Drinking

Perceived Risk of 
Drinking and Driving 

Enforcement
Responsible 

Beverage Service To 
Reduce Overserving



Environmental strategies appear daunting -
but can lead to powerful results.
Coalitions should select strategies that lead 
to long term outcomes and impactto long-term outcomes and impact.
Because of their impact and strength - they 
are worth the effort and attention !are worth the effort and attention !
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Process the coalition 

For example
uses to implement the 
environmental 
strategy

◦ Development of an 
ordinance

◦ Number of merchant

strategy
Ask:

What were we Number of merchant 
education trainings 
provided

◦ # of participants

What were we 
supposed to do?
Did we do it?

◦ # of participants
◦ Demographics of 

those who attended
Wh

Did it work?
Who was impacted?

◦ What venues were 
contacted
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Extent to which environmental strategy has 
penetrated the community as well aspenetrated the community as well as 
change in knowledge and attitudes
Percent of restaurants completing 
merchant education
Percent of alcohol outlets display “We 
Card” signsCard  signs
Percent of those surveyed who are aware 
of the policy behind “We Card”
Percent of people using new park area or 
sidewalk
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Success of the environmental 
strategy and its impact on thestrategy and its impact on the 

community
What percent of tobacco outlets 
pass compliance checks result in 
a reduction in youth access?
If alcohol outlet density decreasesIf alcohol outlet density decreases 
does associated crime and 
mayhem decline?
Do vending machine interventions 
in schools impact childhood 
obesity levels?obesity levels?
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1st scenario Your coalition decides to 
implement an education campaign focused on 
decreasing availability of tobacco to minors 
with the aim of persuading local merchants to 
display signs that indicate they will not sell 
tobacco products to minors – “WE CARD”

2nd scenario- Your coalition has decided to2 scenario Your coalition has decided to 
implement an exercise before eating campaign 
after reading that you get better weight lose 
outcomes by doing so They have gotten localoutcomes by doing so. They have gotten local 
businesses to give employees 30 minutes before 
lunch to exercise.
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Questions?
Contact us at CINCH@evms.edu

or call 757-668-6426
www.cinchcoalition.org

www.healthyportsmouthva.org


